Abstract-Needle steering systems have shown potential advantages in minimally invasive surgery in soft-tissue due to their ability to reach deep-seated targets while avoiding obstacles. In general, the control strategies employed to drive the insertion use simplified kinematic models, providing limited control of the trajectory between an entry site and a deep seated target in cases of unmodelled tissue-needle dynamics. In this work, we present the first Adaptive Path-Following (APF) controller for a bio-inspired multi-part needle, able to steer along threedimensional (3D) paths within a compliant medium by means of the cyclical motion of interlocked segments and without the need for duty-cycle spinning along the insertion axis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern surgical procedures, Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has become the preferred choice over open surgical access [1] because it reduces intra-and postoperative risks (e.g infections, damage to patients) and hospitalization time. MIS procedures (e.g. brachytherapy, deep brain stimulation, etc.) in soft tissues (e.g. brain and liver) mostly involve the insertion of rigid tools, either through small ports in the skin (e.g. laparoscopy) or a keyhole aperture in the skull (e.g. keyhole neurosurgery). Straight instruments enable good accuracy, but are not capable of accessing locations behind delicate regions. To overcome these limitations and to improve reliability through automation, the concept of steerable needles [2] has been proposed in recent years. Steerable needle systems are able to travel along curvilinear trajectories within a substrate. The steering capability can be activated from external factors such as lateral motion of an external base or by deformation of the soft tissue [3] , [4] . As outlined by van de Berg et al. [5] , further steering capability can be achieved through different design solutions. These can be classified into seven different groups: base manipulation [6] , bevel tip (with and without precurve) [7] [8] [9] [10] , pre-curved stylet [11] , active cannula [12] programmable bevel tip [13] [14] [15] , tendon actuated tip [16] , [17] and most recently, optically controlled needle steering [18] . With the exception of the programmable bevel design, steering is generally performed using a combination of pushing and bidirectional duty-cycle spinning along the insertion axis. Improved control algorithms, such as bevel flipping [19] , has shown reduced mean insertion forces and torques, however further investigations are needed to demonstrate comparable effects in tissue. Our design, which is inspired by the ovipositor parasitic wasps [15] , enables the needle to be steered along three-dimensional paths without the need for duty-cycle spinning [20] , with reduced tissue deformation during the insertion process, as demonstrated in phantoms [21] . Further advantages include the fact that the needle design is inherently MRI compatible, and has been shown to "follow the leader" in a number of synthetic trials in gelatin (e.g. [20] ). A first closed-loop control strategy for our system was developed in [22] . This model uses pre-calibrated parameters to define the steerability properties, which are directly dependent on tissue features (e.g. needle elasticity, tissue stiffness, etc...) and the manufacturing material of the needle. These assumptions, however, make it difficult to use the needle in a clinical setting, where ad-hoc tuning of parameters is not feasible.
This work presents the first modeling of a path-following controller for programmable bevel tip steerable needles that is able to counteract un-modelled parameters. The pathfollowing controller encompasses two components: first, a high-level controller inspired by the path-following control of Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) models the needle as a point-mass moving in 3D space along a pre-defined path. The second component is a low-level adaptive controller that drives the needle toward the target by tracking the commands provided by the high-level controller.
The paper is structured as follows: the 3D path-following controller for the programmable bevel tip needle is formally stated in Section II, where a description of the high-and low-level components is given. Simulation results with the corresponding discussion are presented in Section III, leading to the conclusion in Section IV.
II. ADAPTIVE PATH-FOLLOWING CONTROLLER
The path-following controller is divided in two control steps: an High-Level Controller (HCL) and a Lower-Level Controller (LLC). The former is inspired by the pathfollowing control designed for Unmanned Air Vehicles and it aims to generate the rotational commands necessary to follow the Reference Frame {P}. These references are forwarded to the LLC, in charge of moving the interlocked segments with the aim of creating an optimal offsetting at the tip, necessary to track the commands. The HCL is designed using a point-mass model of the needle. The LLC, in contrast, uses a simplified mapping between curvature and the offset between segments, and command references. In particular, to counteract unmodelled dynamics of the mapping, which were not accounted for in the first model [22] , the LLC encompasses an adaptive component. Fig.1 
A. 3D Kinematic Model Programmable Bevel Needle
The first simplified kinematic 3D model for a programmable bevel tip steerable needle was introduced in [22] . The model assumed that the body follows the path created by the tip [13] , where at time t, its configuration forms a subspace ∈ SE(3). During needle insertion, the interaction between needle and tissue, together with the robot design, lead to a set of nonholonomic constraints. As shown in Fig.2 , defining the vector {N} x as aligned to the tip's insertion direction, two constraints are considered for sideslip conditions: V y = V z = 0; these are the linear velocities along the {N} y and {N} z directions respectively. As shown in Fig.2 (demonstrated experimentally in [20] ), the needle cross-section introduces a further nonholonomic constraint for the rotational velocity along the insertion axis: w x = 0. Considering these premises, the 3D kinematic model of the needle can be summarized as follows:
where v 1 is the insertion velocity. We defined the two control inputs to be tracked by the LLC as
The products K y ( f (ω))δ pr y and K z ( f (ω))δ pr z define two projected curvatures along the y and z axes respectively, with δ pr y δ pr z the projected offsets. In our previous model, the gradients of these curvatures
were considered constant and were tuned experimentally. In this model, the gradients are considered time-varying, unknown and dependent on several factors (e.g. the tissue-needle interaction forces, elasticity of the tissue, etc...) which are defined using the function f (ω). The effect of these factors on the magnitude of the projected curvatures have been previously experimentally discovered in [20] , and are described in Section III. Considering the overall model (1), we chose the Parallel Transport Frame or Bishop's Frame [23] as the most suitable kinematic framework to describe the adaptive path-following controller. 
B. High Level Control
The model (1) is assumed to be similar to the kinematic model of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with fixed wings, therefore we used a similar control strategy to control the convergence of the needle to the reference path. For clarity, the path-following controller presented in [24] is summarized below. In the Parallel Transport Frame, a general pointmass in 3D can be described using orthonormal vectors
where k 1 , k 2 are the curvatures related to the polar coordinates of curvature K(s) and torsion τ(s) in the Frenet-Serret Frame:
Combining the model (1) with the reference path described using the framing (2), assuming T (s) tangential to the insertion axis of the needle, the kinematic-error model between frame {N} and the moving frame {P} along the path can be written as follow:
Where [θ e ψ e ] are defined as the Euler error angles between the orientation of the tip frame {N} and the reference point {P}, and where [x e , y e , z e ] are the euclidean distances between frames {P} and {N}. Both parameter definitions are resolved in {P}. As shown in [24] , to provide a smooth convergence of the tip frame {N} to the path {P}, the kinematic error framework can be expanded as follow: x e , y e , z e , θ e − ρ θ , ψ e − ρ ψ , where ρ θ , ρ ψ are defined as:
The parameters d 1,2 > 0 are assumed constants and tuned experimentally. They provide the rate of convergence to the reference path. The insertion velocity is assumed constant and is bounded between minimum and maximum values such that:
Therefore, the rate of progression of point {P} along the arclength s of the reference path is defined as:
The steering commands of the HCL v y , v z are generated using the following equation:
with
The parameters K a , K b , K c , c are assumed positive and are tuned experimentally. In particular, the parameters c 1,2 need to be tuned to satisfy the following inequality to ensure the stability of the controller:
where
is a constant and 0 < ε < π 2 . The proof of exponential convergence is reported in the appendix of [24] .
C. Adaptive Low-Level Control
In section II-B, we described how the HCL is able to generate the commands [v z , v y ] re f , necessary to move the tip frame {N} towards the reference path. The commands need to be tracked by the LLC, which maps them to the motion of the segments. The commands are directly linked to the
Subsequently, the projected offsets δ pr i i = z , y are mapped to each single segment using a sequential quadratic programming technique that minimizes the following objective function:
where Q is the weight matrix related to each segment contribution, S = [S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ] and S i is the relative offset between the segment i and the others:
is the direction of the plane of steering for segment i, as shown in Fig. 2 and demonstrated in [20] . Further additional constraints are used to take into account limitations due to the mechanical properties of the needle and the actuators:
where b lower and b upper are the minimum and maximum allowed offsets for each segment S i for which the quasilinear relationship between offset and curvature introduced in [14] holds. Also,v lower andv upper are the minimum and maximum velocities that each segment S i can perform, due to the limitations of the actuators. Experimental results from the characterization of the offset-curvature relationship (e.g. [15] , [20] ) demonstrated that the gradient changes magnitude in a bounded set, according to several factors including: the number of forward segments at the tip (one single forward segment achieves higher curvature compared to two forward segments), heterogeneity of the tissue (elasticity, viscosity, etc...), the friction in the interlocking mechanism between the segments, and the manufacturing material of the needle that can introduce further nonlinearities. The effects of these forces, along with the modeled error (defined as the differences between the real kinematic model of the probe and the model used to design the controller) are assumed projected into the curvature statespace (HLC command space) and unified in a bounded unknown nonlinear function f (ω). Therefore, equ. (7) can be rewritten as the sum of two terms:
where K i is a constant scalar gradient equivalent to the average 1 fitting-gradient of curvature achievable by the needle in the tissue, obtained during the characterization process [20] .
To compensate for these nonlinear factors f (ω), we designed the low-level algorithm as a merging control strategy between a robust Proportional-Derivative controller (PD) and an adaptive learning controller. Defining the tracking error of the commands generated by the HLC as:
the control inputs can be written in the following form:
where k p and k d are the proportional and derivative gains matrix respectively and where u ω is the adaptive control input. The adaptive control input is developed as in [25] and it is defined as
where Y is the regressors matrix of known functions dependent on v re f , v,v re f ,v andâ is a vector of n × 1 weight parameters. In order to generate the regressors Y matrix efficiently, we used Radial Basis Functions with a Gaussian Kernel (RBFs), which in a general approach, have been demonstrated as able to achieve a good approximation to non-linear function [26] , [27] . Therefore, the regressors matrix is composed as follow:
T is a vector of RBFs defined as follows:
where σ is the co-variance and µ is the center of the Gaussian function. Furthermore, following the construction in [25] , an sliding error surface s is defined as follows:
where Λ = λ I is the weight matrix between the position error adaptation versus the velocity error adaptation, where the parameters λ , λ max are tuned experimentally, with 0 < λ < λ max . To minimize s, the update law for the vector of weight parametersâ is chosen as follows:
where Γ = γI, and where γ is the error adaptation gain. The parameter γ max is tuned experimentally, with 0 < γ < γ max .
1 mean value between the curvatures achieved during experimental characterization with one forward and two forward segments as in [20] Proof of stability for LLC: Considering the Lyapunov function candidate:
with K pd = K T pd > 0 associated to the PD control and a =â − a * , as the error between estimated a and the optimal values a * . Deriving the Lyapunov equation we achieve:
Following Barbalat's Lemma, to achieveV (t) → 0 at t → ∞, the parameterȧ should be updated according to the law (12), yielding:
This implies convergence of the output error to the surface s = 0, and thus global stability is guaranteed.
III. SIMULATIONS

A. Characterization Model
The previous section presented the control strategy used to drive the needle along a reference 3D path, in the presence of unknown nonlinearities in the model. This section presents the simulation of the proposed controller, where the unmodelled nonlinearities are generated using an Experimental Fitting Model (EFM). The EFM was generated using the experimental results in [20] , and it merges together a simplified relationship between curvatures at different tip offsets and plane of steering. This relationship is graphically represented in Fig. 4 . The isocurves for different steering directions θ and fixed tip offset (in the range [11 − 27] mm as reported in [20] ) are defined using the following equation:
with α 1 , α 2 :
where K min , K max are the curvature values achieved using two forward segments and with one forward segment respectively, as described in Fig. 4 .
B. Simulation Parameters
The model and control strategies were implemented in Matlab Simulink c 2015a (Mathworks Inc. -solver: ODE4)). Taking into consideration the expected needle parameters, the following arbitrary reference path was used: curvatures K 1 (s) = 0.012 sin(0.01πs) [ The tip configuration is assumed to be provided by a 6 DoF sensor, for instance an electromagnetic tracking transducer such as the Northern Digital Aurora c , as in our previous works [14] , [15] , or via suitable imaging, such as that provided by an intraoperative ultrasound or Magnetic Resonance Imaging system. consequently, we assumed that the tip configuration is filtered before being passed to the control loop. For the purposes of assessing the performance of the LLC, two cases were explored. The first case (Case 1) simulates the behavior of the needle during the insertion into tissue. For this purpose, we added lowfrequency disturbances f(ω): v y 1 (ω) = 0.01 sin(0.01π t) + 0.001 cos(0.06π t)−0.001 and v z 1 (ω) = 0.001 cos(0.01π t)+ 0.001 cos(.006π t) − 0.003 for the whole insertion, and a set of disturbance after 20 sec: v y 2 (ω) = .003 sin(0.01π t − 
C. Simulation Results
Case 1: As shown in Fig. 5 , the APF is able to track a complex 3D path with multiple bends. Fig. 6 illustrates the evolution of the euclidean error (pose and orientation) between tip frame {P} and reference path frame {N} using LLC with PD and Adaptive components, which rate of convergence is affected by equ. 3, shown in the zoomed window. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the commands generated by the HCL (v y , v z ) tracked by the LLC when using only the PD controller, and when using it in conjunction with the adaptive component, respectively. Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates the motion of the segments that provide the curvatures to allow the tracking of the HCL commands when using the LLC with PD and Adaptive components. Case 2: Simulation results of Fig. 10 and 11 provide a visual comparison of the performance of the LLC with and without the adaptive component. Fig. 11 shows how the HLC needs to change references to cope with the low response of the LLC, pushing the system toward the limits of the mechanical system. Instead, the LLC with the adaptive component demonstrates how the adaptive controller identifies and counteracts high-frequency disturbances with a fast adaptation, which is shown in the evolution of offset configurations depicted in Fig. 12. IV. CONCLUSION This paper has described our first modeling of a threedimensional (3D) Adaptive Path-Following (APF) controller for a programmable bevel tip needle, able to steer along any 3D path achievable by mechanical construction of the needle, without duty-cycle spinning along the insertion axis (as with conventional bevel tip needles). Taking inspiration from the path-following approach used in UAVs, we derived a controller with an adaptive component that is able to counteract the parameter uncertainty and nonlinear forces that act during the insertion of the needle into the substrate. The adaptability of the controller is demonstrated through the results of simulations that incorporate an Experimental Fitting Model (EFM), which is used to generate such nonlinearities. Future work will aim to demonstrate the performance of the APF through experimental trials in tissue (e.g brain). Further development will be towards the optimization of the number of tuning parameters of the controller.
